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Amendments:
85005 Fitzgerald, Mr G.C. (ex RTC, Cork)
Statistical Software Ltd, Farm Centre, Wilton, Cork.
85126 Rahman, Dr M.A. (NIHE, Limerick) Electronics Dept.
85175 Seifert, Dr B. (ex Paris)
Corpus Christi College, Oxford.

Additions:
86182 Harte, Dr J. RTC, Dundalk.
86183 O'Reilly, Dr M. RTC, Dundalk.
86184 Corbett, Mr B. RTC, Waterford.
86185 Higgs, Dr R.J. Mathematics Department, UCD.
86186 Burns, Dr J. St Patrick's, Maynooth.
86196 Brennan, Mr M. RTC, Waterford.

College of Technology, Kevin Street
86197 Gaffney, Mr T. 86190 O'Shea, Dr B.
86218 McCarthy, Mr D.J. 86191 Tuite, Dr M.J.
86189 O'Gallchobhair Mr P.

NIHE, Dublin
86192 Burzlaff, Dr J. 86194 Lendach, Dr B.
86193 Carroll, Dr J. 86195 Murphy, Dr A.

PERSONAL ITEMS

Dr Eugene O'Riordan of the Mathematics Department, Dundalk RTC, has been invited to be a keynote speaker at BAIL IV (4th International Conference on Boundary and Interior Layers) in Novosibirsk, USSR, 7-11 July 1986.

Dr Radoslav Dimitric (Belgrade) has recently taken up a Department of Education Postdoctoral Fellowship at the DIT, Kevin Street. Dr Dimitric was a student of Laszlo Fuchs in Tulane and works in the area of Abelian groups and module theory.

***************************************************************************

R.I.A. PROCEEDINGS

Members of the Irish Mathematical Society benefit from a special discount of one-third of the normal price on subscriptions to Section A of the Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy.

Orders may be placed through the IMS Treasurer